The vaccinia virus K2L gene encodes a serine protease inhibitor which inhibits cell-cell fusion.
In certain circumstances, cells infected with vaccinia virus (VV) undergo fusion, but this does not occur in tissue cultures infected with wild-type VV. The VV genome includes three genes (B24R, B13R, and K2L) encoding polypeptides that are structurally related to members of the plasma serine proteases inhibitor (SPI) superfamily. In this study, we demonstrate by deleting these genes singly or in combination that the K2L gene encoding SPI-3, but not the B24R or B13R genes encoding SPI-1 and SPI-2, inhibits cell-cell fusion in VV-infected cells. A VV-encoded hemagglutinin (HA) has previously been demonstrated to inhibit cell-cell fusion, but fusion-promoting VVs with K2L gene deletions had normal expression and cellular location of the VV HA. As both HA and SPI-3 independently inhibit cell-cell fusion in VV-infected cells, there must be at least two fusion-promoting mechanisms encoded by VV. These may play different roles in virus-cell fusion and in cell-cell fusion after VV infection.